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Vision

Mission

Methodology
Our vision is to light up the hearts of all 

individuals who cross our path, so we may all 

feel whole and connected to the world.

Perfectly Here implements their mission by 

offering programs that incorporate scientifically 

proven Mindfulness practices, techniques and 

teachings that help the participants to understand 

their own mind, emotions and psychology.

Our mission is to make the world a better place 

by training families and individuals the skills of 

relieving their own stress, anxiety, pain and 

suffering, while increasing their wisdom, joy and 

wellbeing.

Welcome to Perfectly Here

School of Mindfulness!

Goal
Perfectly Here’s goal is to nurture students so that 

they experience an evolving transformation in a 

loving, safe and nourishing environment. It’s 

founders are experts in the field of Mindfulness, 

highly educated and experienced practitioners 

and seek to attract and add higher caliber 

teachers and trainer.

http://www.perfectlyhere.org/
http://www.perfectlyhere.org/
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Program Progression
Transforming Lives Through Mindfulness Experiences!

START  HERE

MP101: Mindful Parenting
MY101: Mindful Teens
MY101: Mindful Children

Mindful Family
Introductory Courses

MAPs I: 
101: For Daily Life 

UCLA Mindful 
Awareness Practices

MAPs II:
201: Next Steps- Improve Meditation
202: Cultivating Positive Emotions
203: Cultivating Self-Compassion 

301: Cultivating Equanimity
302: Cultivating Forgiveness
303: Managing Obstacles

Deepening Your Practice

401: Four Noble Truths
402-404: Noble Eight-Fold Path
405: Karma and the Ending of Karma
410: Awakening Through Mindfulness 

Advanced Topics
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MONDAY & SUNDAY NIGHT MINDFULNESS 

MEDITATION DROP-INS & MOONLIGHT 

MEDITATION

AWAKENING THROUGH MINDFULNESS- TOA 

MAGNIFICENT BEING! 

MINDFULNESS FOR ADULT ADHD

Specialized Courses & Drop-ins:

MINDFULNESS RETREATS TO CREATE PEACE, 
RELAXATION AND DEEPN YOUR PRACTICE



 Reduce work & life related stress & symptoms of illnesses exacerbated by stress

 Reduce symptoms of depression, anxiety and fatigue; reduce blood pressure

 Increase your ability to regulate emotions and manage conflict

 Enhance your body awareness and improve physical pain management

 Cultivate joy, compassion, and increase positive emotions

 Sharpen your focus, strengthen your mind, enhance your work and quality of life

What is Mindfulness? 

What are the Benefits?

Mindfulness is the ability to feel one’s feelings and emotions without 

dramatizing nor minimizing its meaning. Being present, aware and 

attentive, responding rather than reacting.
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Mindful Family Courses
Mindful Parenting

Mindful Teens

Mindful Kids

At Perfectly Here we understand that all members of the family should learn and use 

the skills of Mindfulness. The skills of Mindfulness can help the family to manage 

their life creating a happier, healthier home for all. 3



001: Mindful Parenting
Today’s parenting is stressful. School testing, social media, bullying, vaccinations, just to name a few of 

the stressors. An answer for this stew of concerns is mindfulness.

Participants will practice mindfulness meditation, learn the tools of mindfulness and how those tools can 

be applied to everyday parenting challenges. Applying the methods of mindfulness when engaging 

children includes mindfully listening, understanding the coping strategies of their children, and reflecting 

on positive and negative parenting practices. 

002: Mindful Teens
Adolescence is a time of tumultuous change that is more about their brain development and emotional 
balance than hormones or puberty. 

Through a variety of discussions and activities our youth learn where their feelings come from, how to 
manage those feelings, and how to take responsibility for their words and actions. 

003: Mindful Children
This course delivers a variety of engaging techniques to children in order to develop the power of 
concentration and increased awareness so they can create a clearer and joy filled mind. 

By teaching children how their brain works and encouraging them to begin a daily practice, Mindfulness 
can literally be life changing. 

*Mindfulness training has been shown to improve school performance and  help the brain integration process 

towards mental and emotional maturity.

RESEARCH HAS SHOWN YOUTH MINDFULNESS:

 Supports “Readiness to 

Learn”

 Decreases Stress & Anxiety

 Promotes Self-reflection & Self-

calming

 Improves Impulse Control & Self-

Esteem

 Develops Natural Conflict Resolution 

Skills

 Strengthens Focus & Concentration
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UCLA Mindful 

Awareness Practices

Mindful Awareness Practices are the signature educational programs of the 

Mindful Awareness Research Center. These six-week class series are open to 

the public and to all UCLA staff, faculty, and students. The classes lay the 

foundation for students to understand basic principles of mindfulness, develop 

a personal meditation practice, and to apply the principles in their daily life on 

an ongoing basis. Each class is a combination of lecture, practice, group 

feedback and discussion. 

MAPs I For Daily Life

MAPs II Next Steps-Improve Your Meditation

MAPs II Cultivating Positive Emotions

MAPs II Cultivating Self-Compassion
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101: MAPs I- For Daily Life
MAPs I provides insight into the basics of mindfulness, how to develop a mindfulness meditation practice, 

and how mindfulness can be applied in daily life. It is also appropriate for experienced practitioners who 

wish to revitalize their practice.

201: MAPs II- Next Steps- Improve Your Meditation
In this follow-up class to MAPs I, we will focus on maintaining and sustaining a daily mindfulness practice, 
how to bring mindfulness into our daily activities, how to develop more concentration, and how more 
confidence and wisdom can arise in our practice.

202: MAPs II-
Cultivating Positive Emotions
This class emphasizes on heart-based qualities that complement mindfulness and can be cultivated through 
meditation practices. We will explore loving kindness, compassion, equanimity (even-mindedness), joy, 
generosity, and gratitude.

We will learn new meditations to develop these qualities, tools to work with when we find them ourselves 
stuck and not feeling positive emotions, and practical exercises to incorporate them into our daily life.

203: MAPs II- Cultivating Self-Compassion
Many of us struggle with issues of self-judgment and self-criticism. People of all ages suffer from painful 

thoughts such as, “I’m not good enough,” “I messed that up again,” and “I hate my body.” Although these 

thoughts may feel overwhelming and intractable, we can learn how to work with and lessen them. Science 

has shown that you can actually change your brain through mindfulness and the cultivation of positive 

emotional states. 

In this class, we will explore mindfulness practices to work with self-critical thoughts, and self-compassion 

practices to nurture kindness and compassion for ourselves and others. This class will include sitting and 

walking mindfulness and kindness meditations, periods of silence, personal exploration, and discussion to 

help cultivate and encourage more self-compassion.
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Deepening Your Practice
Managing Obstacles in Meditation and Life

Cultivating Equanimity

The Art of Letting Go

Continuing to deepen the practice of Mindfulness towards 

greater happiness. 

General practice topics include: Continuing to deepen the practice of 

Mindfulness towards greater happiness, Cultivating deeper sitting and 

walking meditation, Deeper Metta  Loving/Kindness) practices, 

Cultivating richer understanding of obstacles in the way of lasting 

happiness, Working with physical discomfort in meditation, Working 

towards spiritual development (emotional maturity), Enhancing 

compassion and love for self and others, and Deepening related 

topics offered in foundation courses. 7



303: The Art of Letting Go
As human beings, we are attached. Attached to our feelings, our thoughts, perceptions, habits, money, 
family, material, future, past, desires, fantasies and so much more. Sometimes these attachments feel 
like they are the essence of our lives. Often many of these attachments lead to pain, irritation, 
resentment, unhappiness, judgment, bitterness and just an unsatisfactory life. 

When our minds are so attached, it is often difficult to let go and release oneself and unburden the 
heart. Some of these attachments, we come to release by the natural process of its nature. Others, we 
are not able to. 

As we come to practice Mindfulness, we start to understand the nature of craving, attachment, wanting 
and clinging as the causes of our dissatisfaction. We practice the teachings and the tools of 
Mindfulness to become free of them. However, we find ourselves stuck in places where we keep 
suffering habitually. Thankfully, this road has been traveled by others and a path is designed for us to 
learn The Art of Letting Go, especially of the sticky ones!

302: Cultivating Equanimity
Life has many waves. How do we survive those hard waves of change that cause discomfort and pain, 
uncertainty and loss? One minute we are fine, happy, satisfied and hopeful, going about our life and an 
hour later something happens that threatens our joy, our safety and security. How can we remain calm, 
steady, connected, open and responsive rather than reactive?
In this course students will learn how to relate to the messes of life with kindness and calmness. We will 
explore faulty perceptions that give life to the negativity and keep them alive. How to recognize them 
and let them go.

301: Managing Obstacles in Meditation and Life  
Having learned the technique of Mindfulness meditation, this class focuses on how to manage 
obstacles in the way of continuing with meditation and being Mindful. Obstacles to Mindfulness and 
meditation are the same obstacles we encounter during our daily life and in our relationship to all 
things. Lethargy, restlessness, aversion, craving and doubt are major obstacles start to grow in our 
psyche from childhood. Learning to recognize and manage these obstacles will enhance our ability to 
be Mindful, present and peaceful under any circumstance.

PRE-REQUISITE

Attendance in all MAPs I & MAPs II series or equivalent mindfulness introductory & intermediary classes with permission

from our instructor. If you have not taken a MAPs I or MAPs II class at MARC, please email us a brief description of your

equivalent experience to info@perfectlyhere.org before class start date.
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Advanced Topics

By popular demand we have brought the Buddha’s core teachings on the 4 

Noble Truths and the Noble 8-Fold Path to the evening students.

This class is for those who are interested in the supporting teachings of the 

Buddha to Mindfulness. For those who are curious, dedicated and determined 

to go deeper into the realm of the mind and the heart and taking further steps 

into the realm of freedom and happiness.

This topic is covered in 5 Courses. Each course will have six sessions over six 

weeks. This course is heavy on practice and application of these principals 

and the pace is flexible to suit the pace of class in general. 

4 Noble Truths and the Noble 8 Fold Path
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PRE-REQUISITE

Attendance in all MAPs I, MAPs II & Deepening series or equivalent mindfulness introductory & intermediary classes

with permission from our instructor. If you have not taken a MAPs I or MAPs II class at MARC, please email us a brief

description of your equivalent experience to info@perfectlyhere.org before class start date.

401: The Four Noble Truths
In this class we will explore the 4 Noble Truths:

1. There is suffering 
2. There is a cause to this suffering
3. There is a way to end the cause of suffering
4. The Eight-fold Path is the way

402-404: The Noble 8-Fold Path
In this follow-up class to The 4 Noble Truths we will explore the Noble 8-fold Path:

1. Wise Understanding,
2. Wise Intention
3. Wise Speech
4. Wise Action
5. Wise Livelihood
6. Wise Effort
7. Wise Mindfulness
8. Wise Concentration
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Specialized 

Courses

Mindfulness for Adult ADHD 

Awakening Through Mindfulness
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Mindfulness for Adult ADHD
In this 6 week course we introduce Mindfulness tools and practices that are designed for the ADHD

brain. With practice, these Mindfulness tools and exercises can greatly improve the lives of adults with

ADHD and their families.

MINDFULNESS TRAINING IMPROVES:

 Anxiety

 Depression

 Forgetfulness

 Procrastination

 Clutter

 Impulsive reactions

MINDFULNESS TRAINING INCREASES: 

 Calmness

 Clarity

 focus and attentiveness, 

 helps manage emotions and 

 increase productivity. 

SC002: Awakening Through Mindfulness: To a Magnificent Being! 
We all experience those flashing moments, when we realize that our lives are quickly passing and

every year feels shorter than the last. There was so much we intended to do, and perhaps we gave

up on many dreams. Year after year, we get closer to the end. We find no time to stop and examine

the purpose and quality of our lives. We continue in autopilot doing more and more and find ourselves

regretful when the actual end arrives. Don’t let this be your case.

In this course students are guided to explore their lives, their status quo, relationship to life and end of

life, Dreams, Desires, Bucket List, Legacy, Footprint and gain access to their Magnificent Self.

Participants will cultivate a more clear and amazing life mission and vision to embody for the rest of

their lives.

The imagined sense of urgency of the one year to live will allow us to explore our lives on many levels

including emotional, relational and spiritual. The process will be a gentle exploration that is also

fiercely determined through the power of one’s intention. You will be guided in a safe environment

filled with love, compassion and encouragement.

12

“What you desire is deep happiness! The thread of happiness is woven within the tapestry 

of your being. Let us unravel this tapestry and reveal the threads of happiness” 

-Manijeh Motaghy



Charitable Causes
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Our teachings are offered to transform the pain and suffering of our 

community into happiness and well-being. In the spirt of generosity and 

inclusiveness, NO ONE is turned away for lack of funds. 

If you are moved by what we do and would like to support your 

community, please contribute as freely as you can. Be sure to check our 

Legacy Society Champion Donor Circles and inform us which 

Legacy Society Circle you would like to join so that we may welcome and 

honor you appropriately. 

The positive ripple effects of your thoughtfulness and generosity will 

impact far and beyond, touching all others in a web of 

interdependence. 

Mindfulness for First Responders/Veterans



“No matter

The Circumstance,

You are not 

Obligated to

Suffer!”
-Manijeh Motaghy



Kuroosh Compassionate 

Recovery Program

Our founder lost her precious son, Kuroosh, to opioid addiction recently. The heart-break and pain is 

unbearable. This is so unacceptable, so awful, one of the greatest losses a human being can ever 

experience. Recent data shows death from this type of addiction has risen by 533%. One hundred and 

six people die of opioid addiction everyday. It is a national emergency!

Our children and youth are dying rapidly due to over consumption of legal prescriptions, illegal drugs 

and alcohol. With the disease of addiction relationships become painful and ruined. Hate, anger, 

resentment, judgment, shame, guilt and outrage take the place of love, respect, and compassion.

She is determined not to allow her son’s death be in vain. Therefore, utilizing our Mindfulness center to 

offer programs that help educate and heal those affected by the disease of addiction.

KCRP 1: Compassionate Family
In this course family members learn the tools needed to remain kind & respectful to self & the 

addict/alcoholic. 

KCRP 2: Mindful Self-Compassionate Grieving Course
Grieving can be debilitating, causing depression, loss of faith, loss of focus and loss of interest in life, 

it can be heart-breaking. This Self-Compassionate Grieving Course is designed to help ease the pain 

of anyone who is grieving from the loss of a loved one. This course will strengthen the understanding 

of our desire for happiness, help attendees hold the natural pains that accompany us.  With guidance, 

you can learn how to become grounded while facing grief and intense emotions. How to develop self-

compassion, patience and re-embrace self-confidence, self-worth, and happiness in life.
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Program Offerings:



Refuge Recovery
12-Step Program

REFUGE RECOVERY FOLLOWS THE TRADITIONAL BUDDHIST MODEL OF THE

FOUR NOBLE TRUTHS:
1. Addiction creates suffering-

“We take stock of all the suffering we have experienced & caused as addicts”

2. The cause of addiction is repetitive craving-

“We investigate the causes and conditions that lead to addiction and begin the process of letting go.”

3. Recovery is possible-

“We come to understand that recovery is possible & take refuge in the path that 

leads to the end of addiction”

4. The path to recovery is available-

“We engage in the process of the Eightfold Path that leads to recovery”

DATES AND TIMES:
Wednesday- 7:15am to 8:15am

Saturday- 5:30pm to 7:00pm
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Scholarship Programs
We are happy to offer some full and partial scholarships to help offset the 
cost of classes and events. To receive a scholarship please send us an 
“Ask Letter”. An “Ask letter” is a statement of need. Please let us know 
how/why this class or event will be beneficial to you. Tell us of your financial 
need. Do not disclose financial data such as social security number. These 
are granted in very limited numbers and are on a first-come first serve 
basis. You should pre-register for your class/event of interest. This insures 
your space in the class/event but does not necessarily guarantee your 
scholarship. The decision on scholarships will be made prior to the start 
date. You will receive a call or email confirming your scholarship. If you 
receive a partial scholarship, you may pay by check or credit card.

Please submit your “Ask Letter” to Register@perfectlyhere.org. For further 
questions, please call (818) 453-0640.

Mindfulness For First Responders, Veterans & Family Members
Have you watched the news lately?  Our First Responders not only face life threatening situations, 

but see some pretty horrendous things as well.  Due to this, many of them are left with sleepless 

nights and PTSD.  Due to the impact of their jobs, many First Responders end up in divorce, suicide 

and other painful outcomes for their families to bare. Their constant exposure to our emergencies 

impact their fight and flight center to be alert all the time which can negatively impact their presence, 

discernment and compassion.  Hence, we are all at risk.

So what can we do to help those who are there to help us anytime we need them?

“The least we can do is to do something we can.”

– Manijeh Motaghy, PsyD. OMC, AMT

Research shows Mindfulness to be an effective and empowering solution. Mindfulness is a tool to 

become more aware, compassionate and resilient; scientifically proven to relive stress and anxiety.

Our primary course, Mindful Awareness Practices (MAPs I) developed at UCLA is as effective as 

Mindfulness programs taught to Marines, Navy Seals, and other military, indicating an increase in 

awareness of inner thoughts and emotions leading to appropriate response in stressful situations.  

We are a leading mindfulness center in the San Fernando Valley that offers these classes to support 

the community in breaking free from stress, anxiety and suffering. 

Here are Ways You Can Support:

Spread the word that we are offering FREE Mindfulness classes for our FR, Vetrans and their family 

members

Volunteer to be a part the committee that organizes these affairs

Sponsor a FR or Vetran and or their families to recieve these Mindfulness tranings for their enhanced 

health, wellbeing and for the wellbeing of the community at large
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Drop-in Mindfulness 

Meditation Practice

Monday Night Moonlight Meditation
Once a month from 7:00 PM – 9:00 PM

9320 Hartman Way West Hills, CA 91304

$20 Fee

Monday Night Mindfulness Drop-in
Every Monday from 7:00 PM – 9:00 PM

Perfectly Here 

19100 Ventura Blvd #5 Tarzana, CA 91356

$20 Fee

Sunday Night Mindfulness Drop-in 
Every Sunday from 6:30 PM – 7:30 PM

Perfectly Here

19100 Ventura Blvd #5 Tarzana, CA 91356

$10 Fee

Our teachings are offered to transform the pain and 

suffering of our community into happiness and well-

being. In the spirit of generosity and inclusiveness, 

we have kept the fee for these sitting groups small. 

No one is turned away for lack of funds. If you are 

unable to pay this fee please see your teacher to fill 

out a form and enjoy the session.

However, if you are able and would like to support 

this sitting group please feel free to contribute more 

and be sure to check our Legacy Society Champion 

Donor Circles. Please inform us which Legacy 

Society Circle you would like to join so that we may 

welcome and honor you appropriately.

The positive ripple effects of your thoughtfulness and 

generosity will impact far and beyond, touching all 

others in a web of interdependence.
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Instructors
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Dr. Manijeh Motaghy finished her Doctorate in Psychology of Management Consulting while going through a chaotic and 

emotional divorce. She overcame many challenges throughout her life, co-founded Mindful Valley, founded Perfectly Here 

and Mindful Business Institute. Manijeh became certified and authorized to teach Mindfulness courses designed by UCLA 

Semel Institute, Mindful Awareness Research Center. She designed the Mindful Employee (ME) program to train and 

coach corporations in Mindfulness-Based practices and is the Executive Director and full-time Mindfulness teacher at 

Perfectly Here Mindfulness Center in Tarzana, CA.

In June of 2017, she experienced the most devastating event of her life, losing her beloved son who was only 26 years old 

to opioid addiction. This event tore her apart in so many ways. She experienced such sorrow that within the first month of 

his passing she fainted every day. Her brain would shut down of the immensity of the pain.  When most mothers may be 

ruined for life, reaching into her own Magnificent Self, Manijeh gradually yet, relatively quickly recovered and continued 

living life fully with grace and equanimity. She is offering classes to those who grieve so that they may learn how to live 

again peacefully and joyfully.

Ever since childhood, Manijeh sought after inner peace and joy. She found such peace in communing with rocks and ants, 

fallen leaves and streams. Growing up her grandmother was her inspiration in so many ways especially in the matters of 

the heart, forgiveness, generosity, compassion, Loving Kindness and gratitude.

When she finally came to the practice of Mindfulness, though it felt like home, Manijeh found herself having a hard time to 

meditate and stay with the breath. It was the practices of loving-kindness that helped her excel in meditation and 

Mindfulness.

Manijeh has attended numerous 10-day silent retreats and has accumulated thousands of hours of practice in 

Mindfulness and meditation with an emphasis on loving kindness. Her Mindfulness teachers have included Diana 

Winston, Ajahn Yatiko and Ajahn Amaro, all of whom are highly accomplished teachers. Currently, she practices her 

spiritual path with Ajahn Pasanno, the Abbot of Abhayagiri Monastery in Redwood Valley. In addition to the yearly 10 day 

silent retreats, Manijeh takes 1-2 weeks a few times a year to visit the Abhayagiri immersing herself with wisdom 

practices, constantly inquiring into teachings that lead to clarity and abandoning the causes of both suffering and 

happiness.

Manijeh has written over a hundred poems, a way to express her sorrows and joys, her vision and insights. Manijeh’s

book, Her Poetic Truth- A Mindfulness Teacher’s Insights is coming soon. She is fierce in challenging her students to see 

things as they are and to raise the bar on their happiness. She is greatly appreciated and loved by her students and 

private clients for her non-judgment, heart of kindness and gentle approach.

Dr. Manijeh Motaghy, PsyD
Instructor Found of Perfectly Here
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Joel McNenny
Joel McNenny is a mental health therapist specializing in mindfulness-based therapy and a school counselor who began a K-4 

mindfulness program. He holds two Masters degrees (Kent State; Malone University) one in teaching and one in counseling.

Mr. McNenny has taught mindfulness to children as young as 4 and adults as old as 84. He wrote and implemented a year-long 

mindfulness curriculum for a public school system. He has taught mindfulness at teacher seminars, senior citizen centers, 

churches and elsewhere, as well as writing on mindfulness for several publications and being quoted in the Wall Street Journal.

Using a variety of methods and visual aids, he illustrates the techniques of mindfulness and its psychological and physical 

benefits. A devoted practitioner of mindfulness, Mr. McNenny seeks to teach the practice to help create a more compassionate 

and aware society.

Rick Sweeney
Rick Sweeney is a Trained Mindfulness Facilitator through UCLA’s Mindful Awareness Research Center at the Semel Institute 

for Neuroscience and Human Behavior at UCLA. He is also certified to teach youth via MindfulSchools.org curriculum.

He started Mindfulness Meditation practice in 2006 to reduce stress and improve his health. Rick quickly discovered positive 

changes from his practice and wanted to share it with others. He has shared Mindfulness with adults and high school students 

and has a long history of giving back to others, including being a fund-raiser and volunteer high school and elementary school 

teacher for 2 charitable organizations. Forever a student of life, Rick has 2 Bachelor degrees; one in Economics and the other in 

Political Science. He is also the proud father of 3 children.

At a long and challenging silent meditation retreat, a teacher read a quote from the Dali Lama: “The purpose in life is to be

happy”.  This quote energized Rick’s idea of giving back by helping people to reduce their suffering and cultivate inner peace and 

happiness.

Daniel Davis
Daniel is a co-founder and a teacher at Mindful Valley, a nonprofit mindfulness training organization. He currently works with 

UCLA’s Mindful Awareness Research Center and is the Buddhist Chaplain at USC. He is affiliated with Abhayagiri Monastery 

under the guidance of Luang Por Passano.

Daniel was an active member of InsightLA, where he helped build the organization by teaching and serving on its Executive 

Council. He has trained and taught mindfulness to children with Susan Kaiser Greenland. He has formally practiced Theravada 

and Zen meditation since 1986.


